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Officially launched in 2008, Magento is worldâ€™s fastest growing e-commerce platform, established to
assign online merchants a complete control and flexibility over their online stores. With series of
Magento Extensions blended in the core Magento software in the form of files are used by Magento
Developers, to extend the functionality of the store.

Magento Developers, by the help of extensions and modules, offer rich Magento Customization
Services, promising an amazing and awesome revolution in e-commerce platform. With a blend of
complete flexibility and control over the look and content along with functionality of an Online Store.
Magento Development injects functionality anywhere, whether in a static block, or dealing with
payment module or handling integrated multiple systems that includes third party in it.

As a prerequisite for e-commerce development process, Magento Extension Customization
Services accommodates loads of features in its kitty. With the expertise of Magento Developers, it
obliges with exact features and functionalities required by the clientele.

Magento Developers with the help of Magento Customization Services can provide services for
Magento web development and maintenance, store development, easy web page updates, SEO
friendly URLâ€™s, multiple images per product, multi-lingual/ multiâ€“currency facility, Google  Analytical
Integration and many more to count.

Operating multiple stores from single admin panel, through Magento Customization Services
provides online merchants complete control on their online stores. By supporting multiple currencies
and languages, Magento helps online store owners target the global customers. With facility of
shipping to multiple addresses in one order and availability of flexible coupons with ability to restrict
to stores, customersâ€™ groupsâ€™ time period, etc is an added advantage of services provided by
Magento.

In persuasion to meet their complex needs, different business establishment are provided with
comprehensive enterprise solutions by the means of Magento Development. It includes best in class
marketing and merchandising tools which are incredible, and open for customization with the help of
Magento Developers, which are beneficial besides serving the purpose of the clients as well as of
store owner.

With passion, drive, commitment, and dedication of Magento Developers, with over 4600+ Magento
Extensions available. Magento an open source platform counts with over 50,000 developers in its
forum contributing effortlessly in Magento Development. Magento Enterprise Edition launched in
later half of 2009 has roped in 3M, Skype, Nespresso, Nokia, Liberty Media, The North Face and
Samsung in its clients list. Magneto engined stores have generated over $25 billion revenue with the
help of over 25,000 web stores.

Advanced Report Extension is an imperative and indispensable part of every online store owner as
its helps to have data of sales information, hence paving means to generate opportunities towards
maximizing productivity and profitability with the help of Magento Development.
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Terry Littrell - About Author:
Author of this article is a a Magento Developer, has considerable contribution in a Magento
Development. He is competent enough to use Magento Customization Services according to the
situation and demand.
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